Rookie Corner - 087

Across
1 Famous actor who only got
one Oscar for The King and
I. It's really heartless what
those vultures do (7,4)
6/28 Former Alabama governor
makes short biographical
films (OMG!) about judge
(3,3,6)
8 See 14
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10 It's strange to be in Rome
taking part in comic opera
with Iris and Diana? (9)
11 It takes pluck for a cockney
girl like Gypsy Rose to
become a writer (6,3)
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13 The Scottish Chamber
Orchestra's training room (5)
14/8 1a's role in 21a, 33a. An
"island community" reflects
on race and honour. It's set
in America - the end is
censored (7,5)
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16 Hush! Oedipus is hiding in
Oxford? (4)
19 Early incarnation of ancient
empire (4)
21/33 Film that makes
Baldrick's timing look
amazing (2,4,1,11)
24 Gangster's bird almost gets
him acquitted (5)
25 Having a lot of good
contacts 50% of Tories knew
Ed Balls (9)
28 See 6
29 Cold climate house has one
good little room (5)

3 Nicola Sturgeon expresses
surprise about colour (5)

18 The network's down in part
of Germany (4)

4 Continual needless energysapping meddling (7)

20 Man gets lost in London.
He's 99 - probably having a
senior moment (7)

5 Hold shares in Tower? (4,5)
6 Give gold ring to wife (6)
7 Get maybe Mark or John to
work over short break ... (6)
9 ... as I'm going with
secretary for a beer (3)
10 The legal establishment's full
of wind (5)

21 Art of saying thank you to a
corporation (5)
22 Sweetheart gets captured by
outlaws. They may start
duelling (6)
23 Shot fellow (Frenchman) at
sea (6)
26 As opinion is divided that's
unsettled (5)

32 James is inconsiderate (3)

11 Discover - and say that one
half-agrees (4)

33 See 21

12 Respect for rank (4)

27 Et in Arcadia
nothing ... (3)

15 Script in which copper
(uniformed) loses case after
mix-up (9)

30 ... but in Lisa Minnelli's case
we ultimately think of
Garland (3)

17 Snow didn't see the point of
criticism (4)

31 Veteran of school
desegregation (3)

Down
1 File's bent - no time to fix it
(3)
2 Even poets say this (3)

. Say

